Abstract. Due to its characteristics such as long communication delay, high dynamic topology, sparse distribution of nodes and frequent link break, routing are the key research issues of delay tolerant networks. Prophet algorithm forwards the packets to the node with maximum probability of successful delivery by recording history information of nodes encounter. Prophet reduces the invalid copy of message, so that effectively reduce the network overhead and the traffic load in the network. However, the calculation of probability in Prophet does not consider the network situation. In this paper, we proposed an IProphet algorithm, which take into account connection status to calculate nodes' encountering probability. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm has a better performance.
Introduction
The source to destination path may not be connected at any given time instant in delay tolerant networks (DTN). Thus, data is delivered using a store-carry-forward model. Node in the network stores data locally, and upon contact with other nodes, forwards the data. In other words, a link is established between the pair of nodes, whenever they encounter. [1] .
Due to its characteristics such as long communication delay, high dynamic topology, sparse distribution of nodes and frequent link break, routing are the key research issues of delay tolerant networks.
In Direct Delivery [2] , the node carries messages until it meets their final destination. In First Contact [3] routing the nodes forward messages to the first node they encounter, which results in a "random walk" search for the destination node and only a single copy of every message in the network. To prevent two nodes who stay in contact for a long time exchanging the same messages back and forth, the receiving node accepts a message only if the message has not passed through it before [8] .
Epidemic routing [4] [5] , also known as Flooding, in contrast, forwards all nonduplicated messages, including its own, to every node it encounters -eventually delivering its messages to the appropriate destinations [7] .
Suppose, for the purpose of illustration, that there are M nodes in the network, that messages are N bytes long, and that they can be delivered in their entirety during the contact times between nodes. Direct delivery would use only N bytes of bandwidth and minimum buffer space since only its own messages are stored and the message is transferred only once.
Most practical algorithms seek a compromise between these extremes. These approaches rely on limiting replications within the network, more intelligently coding the messages, using heuristics to gain insight into the topology and dynamics of the network or using a combination of these methods. An example of classical approach that has been deployed in the field is Prophet [6] [8] .
The Prophet (Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity) [6] attempts to exploit the likelihood of real-world encounters by maintaining a set of probabilities for successful delivery to known destinations in the DTN, and replicating messages during opportunistic encounters only if the mobile node in contact that does not possess the message appears to have a better chance of delivering it to the destination [8] .
Prophet reduces the invalid copy of message, so that effectively reduce the network overhead and the traffic load in the network. However, the calculation of probability in Prophet does not consider the network conditions.
In this paper, we proposed an Iprophet (Improved Prophet) algorithm, which take into account link status to calculate nodes' encountering probability.
Simulations show that the proposed algorithm improved the performance in terms of delivery rate, end-to-end delay, routing overhead.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section 3. Conclusion is in Section 4.
Proposed Algorithm

Literature Review of Prophet Algorithm
In Prophet, the calculation of the delivery predictability is to update the metric whenever a node is encountered. The nodes that are often encountered have high delivery predictability, as calculated in Eq. 1, where 
Simulation Results
The performance of proposed protocol is compared with several related works. The simulations were performed in ONE 1.41 simulator [1] .
3.1
Varying Mobile Speed Fig. 1 . Delivery rate when very mobile speed
As shown in Fig.1 , the delivery rate is sensitive to mobile speed. Proposed scheme has better performance in most cases [9] . 
Conclusion
We proposed an IProphet algorithm, which take into account link status to calculate nodes' encountering probability.
